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Abstract
This article details the multi-year process of adding a 3,200 item campus collection to a
university library’s catalog. The collection, housed outside of the library itself, belongs to the
university’s Confucius Institute (CI). While acknowledging increasing political discomfort
nationwide about Confucius Institutes, the university library nevertheless sought to increase
discoverability and access to the unique set of materials by cataloging the entire collection. In
addition to discussing lessons learned from undertaking the project, this article also includes
results from a survey of additional university libraries on campuses with Confucius Institutes.
Specifically examined in the article are: reasons for or against adding a CI collection,
controversies about Confucius Institutes in general, the importance of establishing ownership of
materials when adding a campus collection, special requests by outside entities, the importance
of establishing clear loan policies and procedures, challenges related to cataloging foreign
language materials and textbook sets, and what to do in the event that a campus collection owner
closes its doors or withdraws its collection.
Keywords: Cataloging, Campus Collections, Confucius Institutes, Technical Services
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Confucius in the Catalog:

Enhancing the Discoverability of a Campus Collection
Introduction
In December 2017, the Technical Services Department at the University of Idaho
received an email from the campus’s Confucius Institute (CI) administrative coordinator stating
that the CI had a “rather large” library that was underutilized and asked if it might be possible to
add the materials to the library’s online catalog so that both students and the general public could
gain awareness of and access to the materials. Since the main library had in previous years
cataloged several other small collections scattered around campus, it seemed to library
administration a reasonable request to consider. The following article details the library’s twoyear process for adding more than 3,200 English, Chinese, and bilingual items to its catalog.
In addition, both during and after the project, the author reached out to other academic
libraries on campuses with Confucius Institutes and inquired whether they had similarly been
asked to incorporate CI materials into their catalogs. Of the 91 libraries contacted, 30 responded,
including 14 that have cataloged at least some of their Confucius Institute’s collection. By
drawing upon personal experience and the experiences of other librarians, the author is able to
offer issues for consideration and suggestions for other libraries wishing to add small subject
collections to their library’s catalog. Specifically discussed in the article are: reasons for or
against adding a CI collection, controversies about Confucius Institutes in general, the
importance of establishing ownership of materials, special requests by CIs, circulation policies,
cataloging challenges, and what to do in the event of a CI closure. When possible, the University
of Idaho Library’s experiences will be presented, followed by those of other libraries.
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Background
Existing Cataloged Campus Collections
At the time the University of Idaho Confucius Institute reached out to the library about
cataloging its collection, four small campus collections not housed in the main library had
already been added to the library’s catalog. A fifth was in process. These collections had been
added at different times for a variety of reasons, but the processes used helped to inform
decisions made with regard to the CI collection. The largest of these is the College of
Education’s curriculum library, housed in the College of Education’s building. In 2008 a
memorandum of understanding was signed between deans of the College of Education and the
main library for the latter to assume responsibility for the former’s collection. Because the
integration of the collection also came with the transfer of personnel lines to the main library, the
MOA was deemed essential to ensure both campus entities were in clear agreement about the
nature of the change. While the CI integration did not involve staffing changes, the lesson
learned from the curriculum center integration – that of establishing clear and agreed upon
documentation detailing expectations – proved valuable.
The previous additions of four other collections on campus also provided useful
experiences from which to draw as the CI project began. The university’s Women’s Center had a
small library of nearly 2,000 items at the time. All materials were fully cataloged and available
via both local, consortial, and ILL lending. The Women’s Center library was open to the public
during their regular business hours Monday through Friday. In addition, the UI library had
previously cataloged campus Herbarium’s collection of nearly 2,500 items. The Herbarium
collection was added during 2011-2012 and has very limited access hours. While patrons are
able to visit in person to check out materials, the limited hours often necessitate that patrons
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wishing to borrow materials place a request in the catalog for pick-up at the main library. In the
event a request is placed, main library staff retrieves Herbarium materials and notify patrons
when they are ready for pick-up in the main building.
More recently, two additional reading room collections have been added to the main
library’s catalog beginning in 2015 when the Anthropology Laboratory asked to have their
materials included. This collection includes unique and rare archaeological excavation reports
and manuscripts, and as such, the materials do not circulate. Patrons have the ability to set up an
appointment with the laboratory staff to access materials as staffing availability allows. Finally,
with a precedent in place of adding campus collections to the catalog, when the university’s
American Language and Culture Program approached the library in 2017 and asked about the
possibility of adding their collection, the library agreed to their request. The ALCP program
serves international students seeking to bolster their English-language skills prior to enrolling as
regular university students, and their collection consists of both novels and textbooks devoted to
English-language acquisition. While the program office has regular hours Monday through
Friday for patrons to visit and check out materials, it is also possible to request materials in the
catalog for pick-up at the main library.
In summary, the addition of these four campus collections to the main library’s catalog
raised awareness among library staff about the need for establishing access clear access policies
prior to making the collections visible in the catalog. Hours of operation at the locations housing
the collections and circulation policies desired need to be clearly understood by personnel at the
library so that they can communicate any restrictions and facilitate access to resources when
approached by patrons. Workflows related to transportation of materials across campus must be
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established, and technical services processing, including the adjustment of location codes and
terms of use policies in the ILS, also needs to be designed with this understanding in mind.
Confucius Institutes
When the Confucius Institute at the University of Idaho first broached the subject of
adding its materials to the catalog, the first step in exploring the possibility was a visit to the CI
itself to see what types of materials it housed. In addition, the author investigated the nature and
purpose of Confucius Institute’s in general in order to understand the ownership of materials and
the long-term viability of the CI’s collection. A short summary of CIs follows in order to provide
some context for the importance of establishing and understanding who owns a collection and
what will happen to it should the entity to which it belongs ceases operations.
In 2004, Hanban, the Confucius Institute Headquarters, which is affiliated with the
Chinese Ministry of Education, began an effort to establish non-profit outreach centers in
countries around the world. The centers, named Confucius Institutes or Confucius Classrooms,
are designed to support Chinese language, culture, and other education programming in schools
and communities outside of China (Hanban, 2014). Currently, the Headquarter’s website
identifies 532 CIs in place throughout the world, including 143 in the United States. Recent
controversies, however, have prompted the closure of several CIs at universities throughout the
United States.
With Hanban largely funding the cost of CIs, selecting and paying visiting Chinese
instructors, and creating its own teaching materials for use at the CIs, many universities have
seen the institutes as a cost-effective way of offering Chinese language and culture education that
they would otherwise be unable to provide. However, from the beginning concerns have been
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raised about the centers serving as propaganda tools used by the Chinese government to promote
its academic and political ideology. Both Inside Higher Ed and the Chronicle of Higher
Education have published several articles highlighting the controversies and eventual closures of
CIs throughout the United States. (Inside Higher Ed, 2012, 2014, 2019; Chronicle, 2018, 2019).
Some academic analyses of CIs have also suggested that CIs are largely intended to advance
China’s global economic, political, and educational interests (Huang & Xiang, 2019) and “soft
power penetration” worldwide (Luqiu & McCarthy, 2019). At the same time, it should be noted
that a number of Western countries have long sought to promote and share their own language
and cultures through similar, though not identical, programs, and whether these programs should
be considered “political inroads” or “cultural diplomacy” largely depends on who is doing the
considering (Liu, 2019).
Regardless of how scholars divergently conceive of the intentions and impacts of CIs, by
2014, concerns about academic freedom and censorship at CIs had drawn the attention of the
American Association of University Professors, and the group issued a report encouraging
universities to renegotiate terms of CIs in favor of institutional autonomy or ultimately close
their institutes completely. Even more impactful has been increased attention to the institutes by
U.S. government officials. When the director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation reported
concerns about the institutes, his attitude mirrored those of several U.S. senators, a number of
whom called on institutes in their states to shutter their doors. Ultimately, the National Defense
Authorization Act of 2019 included a provision prohibiting U.S. universities from using U.S.
Department of Defense funding for Chinese language programming connected to a Confucius
Institute. Although the DoD advertised a waiver to schools wishing to have separate federally
funded and Confucius-funded programs, a number of universities felt the presence of a CI alone
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would serve as a barrier to defense funding (Washington Post, 2018), a realistic concern in light
of waiver denials at several universities. The concerns and/or denials prompted a wave of CI
closures in early 2019 (Inside Higher Ed, 2019).
The University of Idaho Confucius Institute, which was established in 2013 and which
has a well-respected board of directors comprised of faculty members from around the
university, currently does not appear to be in any danger of closing. Because the university does
not offer any additional Chinese language programs and therefore does not need to worry about
DoD funding, it seems likely that the CI will continue to operate as usual for the time being.
However, the controversy and uncertainty of the future of CIs in the United States offers an
excellent example of why clear communication, contextual awareness, and planning is important
for a library considering the addition of a campus collection to the library’s catalog. Beyond just
visiting the CI to learn about the materials housed there, staff at the University of Idaho Library
also felt it vital to confirm that the University of Idaho itself now owns the materials in it, such
that if the CI on campus does eventually close, the materials will remain at the university.
Literature Review
In addition to identifying potential local challenges and solutions associated with adding
a campus collection to the library’s catalog, it was also deemed beneficial to learn about CI
libraries at other U.S. universities; therefore, an attempt was made to survey the library literature
regarding this specific type of unique collection. Beyond just CI collections, however, the
practices and recommendations of other academic libraries that have chosen to add any type of
small campus collection to their catalog were also investigated. This process helped identify both
current and potential future considerations that impact documentation and workflow processes
both during and after the initial add.
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Little research on the incorporation of Confucius Institute materials into the catalog
systems of their university libraries has been undertaken. The lone exception to this dearth of
information comes from Ma (2015) who in 2010 surveyed the directors of Confucius Institutes at
their annual conference. Of the 25 libraries who completed Ma’s survey, 56% indicated that the
collection was cataloged. However, it is unclear if “cataloging” meant that the collection was
discoverable from the institution’s library catalog or if a local system unique to the CI was in
place. In addition to cataloging, the survey also sought to identify the location of the CI
collection. Ma reports that the majority of respondents (56%) indicated their CI collection was
housed in the CI office space while the rest either were in special areas of their libraries or
integrated into the main library collection itself. Finally, Ma’s survey attempted to gather
information on the disciplinary make-up of CI collections, and it indicated that a wide-variety of
disciplines were represented in the collections. However, she notes that more research on the
subject is warranted to better understand the nature of these collections.
Unlike research related to CI collections specifically, an abundance of information is
available about other types of campus collections and their addition to library catalogs.
Suggestions for best practices and case studies are found in articles that call these smaller
collections by a variety of names: reading rooms, branch libraries, and satellite libraries, terms
which sometimes refer to fully staffed entities administered by the main library and other times
to smaller collections maintained by non-library staff in a separate unit. Some of the more recent
articles or books themselves offer substantive literature reviews, and should provide a helpful
background for those interested in a historic overview of the issues involved with campus
collections (Alger, 2010; Evans & Tilton, 2011; Zdravkovska, 2011; Turner, 2017). While some
of the literature related to these types of libraries is very disciplinary or format-specific in nature
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– art and architecture libraries, for example, have received special attention in this genre – much
of it contains relevant and useful information for any library considering the addition and
maintenance of campus collections (Alger, 2010; Evans & Tilton, 2011; Zdravkovska, 2011;
Patton & Keogh, 2015; Frank, 2017).
Surveying Other Confucius Institutes
The University of Idaho Library had by May 2017 made the commitment to and begun to
add CI materials to its catalog. While the project itself combined with surveying relevant
literature provides the opportunity to share lessons learned and the ability to make some
recommendations, in the Spring of 2019, the library also decided to survey other libraries on
campuses with CIs in order to compile any additional information available that might be useful
for libraries considering adding their own campus collections to a catalog. The information
obtained from these libraries in many ways mirrors the lessons learned from the University of
Idaho addition. It also brought to light some additional issues that libraries considering the
cataloging of campus collections may wish to bear in mind.
In April 2019, the library conferred with the campus IRB office to ask if this type of
project would require an IRB application. The office decided that although a “best practices”
article was planned, the project did not meet the definition of human subjects research since the
article’s focus would be about processes rather than human subjects. Therefore, no IRB
application was submitted. Nevertheless, as the library reached out to librarians on campuses
with CIs, it offered assurances that no identifying information would be shared about individual
library’s decisions or practices. Therefore, the relevant information shared about other libraries’
experiences is shared with no library or university names included.
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In total, 91 librarians at institutions with CIs were contacted. The institutions at which
these librarians work include nearly all of the universities in the United States with CIs.
Deliberately excluded were libraries with CIs that had either closed recently or were slated for
closure within the year. While it was sometimes difficult to identify the correct point of contact
at an institution, emails did contain a request that the recipient forward the questions on to any
appropriate person at their institution. Working under the assumption that technical services
and/or collection management librarians would be those most likely to be involved in the
addition of campus collections, the library compiled a list of librarians whose scope of work
seemed to include either cataloging or collection development duties. When identifiable,
department heads were the preferred contact. Of the librarians contacted, 30 responded or
forwarded the email to another employee who responded. This 31% response rate was helpful in
identifying both similar and additional concerns that may influence a library’s decision to add a
campus collection to its catalog.
To Add or Not to Add
The main reason that the CI at the University of Idaho requested cataloging of their
materials was a desire to increase awareness, visibility, and access to a unique collection of
materials that would otherwise have remained hidden in a small room on campus. Ultimately
deciding to catalog the collection, the University of Idaho Library agreed with this rationale.
Especially as a land-grant institution with a mission of providing access to information not only
to the campus community but the public at large, the ability to share unique materials otherwise
hidden from view appealed to librarians at UI. While concerns about the propagandist nature of
CIs are acknowledged, upon investigating the collection, the library discovered it to be
comprised of unique materials related to Chinese literature, art, culture, music, cinema, history,
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and language. Further, inclusion of CI materials into its catalog in no way prevents the library
from selecting and adding a variety of different types of materials related to China to its own
collection.
With regard to the survey of other libraries with CI collections, reasons stated for adding
CI materials were similar. One librarian indicated that while they already had a small Chinese,
Japanese, and Korean (CJK) collection in their library, the CI’s donation was added to
supplement the existing collection in order to provide introductory level works on Chinese
politics, history, culture, and language. Two similar responses came from librarians that said that
the content of their CI was new, unique, and not covered extensively by existing library
collections. Another librarian surveyed mentioned that her library had no budget for similar
materials. A slightly different rational was offered by another respondent who indicated that
while her library did not consider the CI materials especially valuable in terms of patron needs,
she had added the materials to support the work of the CI itself. Five other librarians stated that
they added the collection simply because they were asked. Finally, precedent seems to have
played a role at one other institution where existing campus collections housed in their home
units (rather than the main library) were already common. The librarian at the institution
indicated that she believes it is a service to the campus community that the library makes
materials in non-library collections available to its patrons.
With regard to libraries that have not added any CI materials to their catalog, the primary
reason given by six respondents was that they had never been asked, so no decision had ever
been needed. Another librarian indicated that her CI did not even have a library or reading room,
so they fortunately had not had to deal with the issue while an eighth indicated that although they
had not been approached and typically did not add reading room libraries to their catalog, they
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would consider the issue if their CI did reach out to them. That librarian indicated she would
take into consideration all of the issues addressed in this article. That their CI is affiliated with
the university on a renewable contact which might result in its closure after the contract’s end,
however, makes it less likely they would be inclined to include CI materials in their catalog. She
did indicate though that her library would be open to other means of highlighting CI materials,
such as via a pop-up exhibit or helping them to set up a Library Thing account with a link from
the main library’s website.
A newer librarian was unsure if his library had ever been asked, but he did not think that
it would agree to adding their CI collection should they be approached. His primary reasons
were lack of CJK language skills and staff time, but he also cited concerns with circulation and
courier service around campus as well as challenges with ironing out ILL/consortial borrowing
and dealing with overdue and lost items. Three additional librarians indicated that they have in
the past considered adding CI materials to their catalog, but as of yet would still need to
determine feasibility with regard to ownership, space, collection development policies, staff time
and availability, and language barriers . A final respondent indicated that they had declined for
several reasons, including concerns related to propaganda, but she also indicated that the CI’s
insistence that the materials be housed separately from the main collection was ultimately a dealbreaker for her library.
Propaganda Concerns
The librarian who indicated that she would not add the materials due to the insistence by
the CI that it be kept separate from the collection was also of the opinion, shared by others
throughout the United States and Congress, that there is an element of propaganda associated
with CIs. As such she was not in favor of adding the materials to the collection. Similarly,
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another respondent who indicated that interaction with her campus’s CI had been relatively
limited and who thus had not needed to consider adding the collection, also issued a note of
caution about the propaganda element of CIs in general. She emailed in her response that her
colleagues had expressed concerns about the services and programming of their campus CI as a
propaganda tool, and she felt it would be appropriate to do more research on the subject before
adding any such collection.
On a related note, one librarian that did end up adding the materials to her library’s
collection noted that she personally examined each and every item added, expecting to find some
element of propaganda present. She was surprised that nothing “inappropriate” was to be found,
and materials were added accordingly. Her experiences mirror those of the University of Idaho
Library’s head of technical services, who also examined all items and found nothing concerning.
Interestingly, another librarian who also chose to add the CI collection as well as keep it separate
from the main collection was told by the CI staff that they did not want additional non-CI
materials pertinent to China added to the collection, specifically because some of those outside
additions could be critical of the Chinese government, lending support to the idea that CI
collections are carefully cultivated to portray the best of China. The librarian, however, did not
report that the CI staff had sought to influence collection development related to China in the
library’s main collection.
Ownership of Materials
When the Confucius Institute first approach the University of Idaho Library about adding
materials to the catalog, one of the first concerns the library dean had related not to potential
propaganda, but to legal ownership of the materials. She specifically asked if the materials were
owned by the university or by Hanban as this could have implications down the road should the
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Confucius Institute close. The administrative assistant of the Confucius Institute verified that the
books are in fact now owned by the University of Idaho itself, not the Chinese government or by
Hanban. They are considered donations to the university. She offered as further evidence of this
the fact that high school students taking classes from the Confucius Institute are allowed to keep
their textbooks after their courses end. There is no expectation by Hanban that the books will
ever be returned to them. Should the CI at the University of Idaho ever close, the university will
keep the materials, and the main library is willing to selectively integrate them into its main
collection.
Ownership of materials was also taken into consideration by other libraries that have
added a CI collection to their catalog. All libraries that integrated the materials into their own
collection stated that they considered the CI materials a gift, such that the either the library or the
university owns them. Among those libraries that had cataloged the CI collection but not
completely integrated it into the main library, all said it would likely be transferred physically to
the main library should the CI close. One librarian who had already added the materials into her
own library collection even reported that the library was asked by the CI to include bookplates in
each specifying that the items were gifts from their affiliated Chinese university while another
library included a donation note in each catalog record. A third librarian stated that although they
had integrated the CI materials into their main library collection, they would likely withdraw the
materials should the CI close as there seems to be little need for Chinese language materials
among patrons on their campus, lending further evidence that libraries who have integrated the
materials are warranted in considering the materials property of the library to manage as it sees
fit. Another respondent reported that the materials cataloged and housed at the main library have
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been added to their East Asian Collection and are now considered owned by the library while
those still physically residing at the CI are owned by the CI itself.
It should be noted that the relationships between CIs and their affiliated institution vary
and not all libraries consider CI materials as university-owned. One survey respondent stated
that their campus CI was considered a separate program from their main campus language
program. As such CI students were not considered university-students, and the materials in the
CI library were not considered to be the property of the university. Therefore, inclusion in their
library’s catalog was not considered appropriate. This situation suggests that each institution
considering the addition of CI materials to their catalog would do well to fully investigate the
unique relationship of their institution’s CI to the university, checking with all appropriate
parties, including perhaps a university’s general counsel if needed.
Special Requirements
One potential cause for concern among librarians considering adding a campus collection
to their catalog pertains to special requirements or requests made by the entity that possesses the
materials. While the University of Idaho received no such requests from its CI, one of the
librarians contacted in the survey cited these stipulations as reasons for declining to add CI
materials to her collection and catalog. She had been told that the CI materials needed to be
isolated at the library in their own special collection. Because such a housing arrangement was
not feasible at her library, the librarian did not move forward with the addition. Another librarian
acquiesced to adding a collection of about 1,000 items, considered a one-time gift from the CI, to
her library’s main collection. However, when the CI asked about adding additional materials as a
separate collection at a later date, she declined the offer. On the other hand, a different
respondent indicated that her library did house the CI collection separately in its building, so this
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decision may not be a hardship for all institutions. Further, one librarian who did add the
collection to her library and catalog was originally requested to preserve the collection in a
separate dedicated space. The CI also wanted its own staff to assist patrons in using the
collection. The library did not agree to these special requests, but ultimately was able to add the
collection anyway.
Circulation Policies
Given that the ownership of materials is currently considered to be in the hands of the
Confucius Institute, the University of Idaho Library wanted to make sure that the items would be
easily available to patrons should it take the time to add them to the catalog. To that end, in
March 2018 we shared current library loan policies with the CI administrative assistant and
asked if they would be acceptable for the CI materials as well. Thankfully, given that the CI’s
main goal with their request was to increase the visibility and availability of their materials, they
readily agreed to let their items be loaned with the same terms of use as all main library
materials. Therefore, not only can undergraduates borrow materials for six-weeks at a time and
graduate students, faculty, and staff borrow for a semester, but members of the public also able
to use a freely-available community borrower card to check out materials for six weeks. Should
patrons be unable to visit the CI in person during the institute’s normal office hours Monday
through Friday, they can also use the catalog to request materials for pick-up and return materials
to the main library, which has evening and weekend hours as well.
Moreover, in terms of off-campus lending, the Confucius Institute agreed to abide by the
lending policies of the library’s consortium, the Orbis Cascade Alliance. This agreement ensures
quick delivery of the materials to any one of the consortia’s 38 member libraries in the Pacific
Northwest via a standard courier service. Finally, the institute also agreed to loaning for regular
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Interlibrary Loan requests from other libraries throughout the country, thereby ensuring these
unique materials are available to a geographically wide-range of patrons.
Of the libraries surveyed, those that had integrated CI materials into their main library
collection all indicated that regular loan policies were in place for the materials. In addition, one
library that has cataloged not only their CI collection but which also has a number of other
campus collections cataloged indicated that one of their criteria for deciding whether or not to
add a campus collection is an agreement on loan policies. When that library’s CI agreed to the
regular policy that all materials could be loaned to both campus and community patrons, the
collection was added similarly to all other existing campus collections.
Future Changes to the Collection (Withdrawals, Closure, etc.)
With recent closures of CI’s nationwide, libraries considering adding any of their
materials to the catalog should consider what will happen if their campus CI closes. Of course,
libraries that have taken in CI materials as donations from the CI, integrated them into their main
collection, and consider them now to be property of the library will likely not have cause for
concern on this issue. However, libraries who have integrated the records into the catalog but
not the physical materials into their library will need to take action if a CI closes. One library
that houses their CI collection in the main library but in a separate collection is facing that issue
currently. Their CI is scheduled to close next year, and they have not yet made firm plans about
what to do with the items. The current thinking is that they will be withdrawn from the library
due to low usage. If the CI wants them returned, the library will return them, but otherwise they
with likely just be withdrawn as would other materials.
While the controversies surrounding CIs certainly makes it important for libraries who
have added their materials to plan for possible closures, the issue of what to do with campus
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collections outside of the library is important for all libraries with such collections. During the
final phase of adding the CI collection to the University of Idaho Library catalog, the university’s
Women’s Center decided to repurpose the space that had for years housed its small library. As
such, the Center reached out to the library for advice about what to do with the collection. The
library determined which Women’s Center books it did not already own, and ended up
transferring nearly 1,900 books to the main library collection. The basic work involved in the
process included creating sets in the ILS to identify what should be added, checking with library
administration to make sure the addition was acceptable, arranging for extra student workers to
help with the physical move, and relabeling and remarking and re-shelving.
Although the University of Idaho Library was fortunate that the Women’s Center director
understood the importance of reaching out to the library several months in advance of their target
date for removing their library, the whole process served as a reminder that main libraries need
to be in continual contact with the outside entities on campus that oversee cataloged campus
collections. This caution is mirrored by one survey respondent who indicated that her library did
not as a rule add campus collections anymore. They had in the past but discovered that the staff
who oversaw the collections outside of the library would often withdraw materials without
informing the library, leading to patron frustration when catalog records did not match the
physical reality of the collections. In terms of the University of Idaho Library’s CI collection,
with a change in personnel having already taken place since the addition to the catalog, the new
administrative assistant for the center has been very good at emailing the library anytime he
wishes to withdraw or place into storage any of their collection.
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Adding the Collection
Once a library has decided to add a campus collection to its catalog, the technical work
begins. Libraries may simply be able to integrate the processing of materials into their normal
technical services workflow, especially if the materials are to be added to the library’s own
physical collection. However, libraries cataloging items that will remain in their original home
space need to decide whether processing can and will take place at the library, how to transport
books across campus, how to ensure materials end up in the correct order on shelves once they
are processed, and finally what processes are in place to ensure lending can take place with
minimal confusion by patrons.
Processing Location
At the University of Idaho, once the details of ownership and circulation loan policies
were clarified and agreed to via email, the actual work of adding the collection to the library’s
catalog began in May 2018. At the time, there was a gap period between CI class offerings, and
the institute volunteered the assistance of their instructors to facilitate the process. Given that all
materials would ultimately need barcodes and transportation to the main library for copy
cataloging, the library readily accepted the offer of assistance. The CI instructors affixed
barcodes to the library’s standard location on the inside front cover of every item owned by the
institute. They then boxed up all items and brought them over to the main library for processing
and transported them back to the CI when processing was completed. Thankfully, we had some
empty shelves in the technical services processing area, and by accepting a few boxes at a time,
we managed to receive, process, and return all items to the CI with minimal space challenges.
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Copy Cataloging
Of the nearly 500 unique titles in the CI collection, library staff who worked on the
project were able to find an existing record for the vast majority. The inclusion of an ISBN
number on most of the books proved invaluable. It was not uncommon to find multiple possible
records for a single item. Decisions about what record to use were made in accordance with
existing library copy cataloging practices: evaluation to ensure the record matched the item in
hand, records as complete as possible, English-language records preferred, and created by DLC
if possible. Once an OCLC record match was identified, it was imported into our local catalog.
Several other librarians at institutions that have cataloged their CI collections also reported the
benefits of using ISBN numbers during the copy cataloging process, especially those who had no
in-house CJK language expertise.
The University of Idaho Library has a fairly small technical services department. At the
time of the project, there were two faculty librarians – the head of the department and a cataloger
– and five staff members. Only two of the staff members work on monographic materials, with
one being primarily a copy cataloger. Although she would have normally been the person to find
records and add holdings information, at the time, a different collection on campus – the
Anthropology Lab collection – was also being added to the catalog, so the extra time she had
available after processing new library books was devoted to the Anthropology Lab collection.
Because the cataloging librarian had her hands full with original cataloging for new books,
musical scores, theses and dissertations, and the unique materials of the Anthropology Lab
collection, it fell to the head of the department to bring suitable records into the ILS. This work
occurred during the summer of 2018 as time permitted.
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Although the Confucius Institute has more than 3,300 items in its collection, many of
these are duplicate copies of a single title, often textbooks. While the main library does not
typically add textbooks or multiple copies of the same item, because these materials were owned
by the CI, it was decided to add them all to the catalog so that they could circulate as needed.
Still, since adding multiple item records – sometimes up to 30 copies of a workbook – did not
seem like a good use of the department head’s time, the adding of copies was put on hold until
the department had student workers available to help. When the semester began, three new
students working in the technical services department were trained to find the appropriate
records in the ILS which had been imported from OCLC and to add holdings records and item
records as needed. By the middle of spring semester 2019, the process was largely complete.
The biggest challenges facing not only the University of Idaho Library but also other
librarians contacted for the survey related to time, or lack thereof. While the availability of
ISBN numbers on many of the materials certainly made finding OCLC records relatively easy
for copy cataloging, a project of this magnitude simply takes time, and at least three other
libraries indicated this posed a primary challenge, though not one that prohibited the project from
eventually being completed. One librarian even described the process as “tedious,” probably not
an uncommon sentiment used to describing the copy cataloging of many copies of a single title.
Original Cataloging
Surprisingly, of the 3,340 items added to date from the Confucius Institute, original
records needed to be created for only a handful of items. Of these, the bilingual books posed
little problem for our full-time cataloging librarian. At the time when CI staff members were
available to help, the library enlisted them for language assistance to create basic MARC records.
Unfortunately, when their time became occupied with teaching duties, six books and 46 DVDs
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remained for which no records could be found. As a temporary place-holder, a generic record
for non-cataloged CI materials was created and suppressed from discovery. It is hoped at a later
date, that we will be able to create actual records for these items with the assistance of a Chineselanguage speaker. While the titles are not currently discoverable via the catalog, we believe that
it is helpful to at least allow them to be available on the CI shelves, and with a barcode in place,
they are also able to circulate should any patrons need to use them.
Original cataloging of Chinese language materials also posed a problem for some, but not
all, of the other librarians surveyed. A few librarians indicated that they did not have any
challenges with cataloging due to staff proficient in Chinese. One lucky librarian reported that
both her Asian studies librarian and cataloger were fluent in Chinese. More common, however,
were statements from librarians that Chinese language cataloging posed some problems though
none suggested these problems were insurmountable. Similar to the need for help from CI staff at
the University of Idaho, two other libraries reported making use of a volunteer from the CI as
they encountered language barriers in the cataloging process. Another cataloger indicated that
one of her colleagues reads Chinese and was able to assist with original cataloging. Together
they made use of Google translate and Amazon to copy Chinese characters for titles, names, and
publisher information. Another respondent indicated they simply created a backlog of items
without existing OCLC records and were content to wait until English-language records for the
items were created by someone else. Similarly, another librarian who primarily chose to add only
English-language or bilingual CI materials, is letting Chinese-language items sit on a shelf unless
faculty need them for a class, in which case they will reach out to another institution for
cataloging assistance.
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Regardless of whether CI materials needed copy cataloging or original records created,
the University of Idaho felt it was important to be able to identify those records separately from
materials in the main collection, even if the CI should close and materials be integrated into the
main library. Currently, the ILS location code serves as a means to isolate records from those in
other locations, but should the materials be transferred to the main library, we would likely make
use of a provenance code in item records that would specify where materials originated. When
the Women’s Center Library closed recently, technical services staff used this field to indicate
that items were added from the Women’s Center collection. A slightly different but similar
approach was reported by another librarian who already has integrated CI materials into the main
collections. She reported adding both 740 and 940 fields to the bibliographic records.
Missteps
With no one at the library capable of understanding written Chinese, library staff
originally asked the CI instructors for help finding records in OCLC’s database. Although they
certainly had the language skills capable of matching items to records, it quickly became
apparent that library staff still needed to verify all records selected by the instructors for
accuracy. Copy cataloging decisions alone for textbooks that are part of larger sets of curriculum
often require a nuanced understanding of the ways that records can be constructed. Deciding
whether to use a single volume record or a record for a larger set, for example, is sometimes
decided not only on the basis of record quality but also whether a single item or the entire set is
held by the library. With library staff still needing to look up records and search for alternative
possibilities in OCLC, it was quickly decided not to utilize the instructors’ valuable time for
assisting with copy cataloging.
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In addition, the textbook sets also posed a problem during routine copy cataloging that
should be mentioned. Because the CI staff were responsible for boxing up their materials and
transporting them to the main library, library staff had little control over the order in which
materials arrived. This led to many of the textbook sets arriving at the library in separate boxes,
sometimes weeks apart from other books in the set. The random nature of this approach to
physically transporting boxes, led to challenges when deciding whether a textbook was a single
item owned by the CI or part of a larger set. This led to some initial decisions to use a single
monographic record for an item when in fact a record for the entire set would have ultimately
been more appropriate. Although not an insurmountable problem, as it is always possible to
rethink bibliographic record choices and move holdings and item records around, in hindsight, it
would have saved time for a library staff member to have participated in the organization of CI
materials prior to transporting them to the main library. This would have ensured complete sets
of textbooks were kept together through the entire copy cataloging process.
Circulation
As stated previously, the CI at the University of Idaho agreed to abide by all regular
library lending policies for their materials. The institute has regular hours Monday through
Friday, so patrons can check books out directly from staff at the CI, who have been given basic
training on circulation functions in the library’s web-based ILS. Nevertheless, because some
patrons may not find those hours convenient, they also have the option of placing a request in the
catalog for materials to be picked up at the main library. Because the library already had an
existing workflow in place for transportation of materials to and from the other campus
collections – circulation staff routinely make trips across campus to transport materials – adding
in one more location did not require a big shift in existing duties or workflow.
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Of the libraries that responded to the survey, those that had integrated CI materials into
the main library collection all indicated that the materials circulated in accordance with regular
circulation policies. The one library that had all cataloged materials still housed in the CI itself
simply added a note to the catalog that says “Ask at Location,” leading patrons to visit the CI for
access. This process is used not just for CI materials, but for all of the campus collections that
have been added to the library’s catalog. This type of arrangement would alleviate the need for a
main library to assume responsibility for transportation of materials around campus, and is a
viable alternative to adding additional transportation responsibilities to library staff.
Recommendations
Libraries considering adding a CI collection will want to develop a firm understanding of
the relationship between the CI and the university itself, including who owns the materials in
question. This may take some investigation into the political and/or legal climate surrounding
the campus CI. Ideally, a library will assume responsibility for the materials in much the same
manner as they would any other donation – with no strings attached. Should a CI collection
continue to be housed at the CI itself, libraries should make sure to have agreements about access
and circulation in writing, either via an MOU or at the very least via email between library and
CI representatives. Libraries not housing the collection also need to consider what will happen to
the collection should the CI close.
In addition, the decision to add or not to add the items to the catalog should be made after
library staff have had an opportunity to survey the collection and evaluate how much staff time is
available for technical services processing. While it is likely that records can be found for the
majority of CI materials, staff also will need to decide what to do with items for which no
records can be found. Will it be acceptable to wait or simply not catalog those materials? Can a
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Chinese-language speaker be found to help with the process? Or will a generic record that at
least allows materials to circulate be acceptable? Once a decision has been made to add a
collection to the library’s catalog, it is strongly recommended that library staff develop an
awareness of the complete collection before beginning to add materials. Collections with multipart monographs, serials, or textbook sets should be organized to group materials together so as
to avoid surprises after initial cataloging decisions have been made.
Conclusion
Overall, the University of Idaho Library considers the addition of the campus CI
collection to be a success. Since the entire collection was added nearly a year and a half ago,
there have been no major challenges with access or lending, and routine communication with the
CI staff has remained adequate for keeping the catalog records accurate. Of the nearly 500 titles
added, 21 unique titles have circulated at least once. With no major publicity to the campus
community about the materials, it stands to reason that visibility in the library’s catalog has
allowed patrons to find and access these titles. Forthcoming news alerts about the collection to
the campus should help increase awareness and quite likely circulation of these unique materials.
Concerns about the propagandist nature of Confucius Institutes continue to swirl
throughout the United States, with some universities shuttering their CIs while others standing
firm in their support of the institutes. Any librarians considering adding their CI collection to the
catalog should be aware of the issues surrounding CIs in the United States. While the University
of Idaho Library understands the controversies, by establishing that the university itself owns the
collection, it can be assured that the future of the collection will be decided by the university
rather than outside entities. In addition, adding the materials to the catalog in no way prevents
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expands informational offerings to its patrons.
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